RECORD NO. 1101
IN THE NAME OF THE GREEK GOVERNMENT
KINGDOM OF GREECE

We certify that Vasiliki Greg. Kontis or Apostolopoulos resided in the town of Volanta, county of Volakos and that she is 20 yrs old.

By the order of the Foreign Minister
Signed by Gov. of Messinia
S.G. Voulou

Translated by: D. Santisadeskos

RECORD NO. 1101
IN THE NAME OF THE GREEK GOVERNMENT
KINGDOM OF GREECE

We certify that Ageliki Greg. Kontis or Apostolopoulos resided in the town of Volanta, county of Volakos and that she is 15 yrs old July 26, 1920.

By the order of the Foreign Minister
Signed by the Gov. of Messinia
S.G. Voulou

Translated By: D.S. Santisadeskos

D.Pampanakos